
W3C Community Directory
Update to Gov’t Linked Data Working Group as of 28-March-2013

The Community Directory is a deliverable of the GLD WG. Details1 [1]  The first day collection 
of organizations listed in this Directory are publishers and consumers of Linked Data.  In due 
course, the Directory may expand to include other types of listings.  As a Linked Data working 
group, we proposed the app both produce and use Linked Data, and operate on truly distributed 
data.  We thereby increase the availability of Linked Data on the Web and show the value of 
Linked Data through re-use and increased access.

W3C Directory Workflow 

Step #1 -  From http://dir.w3.org, a user enters their organization’s name, address, 
contact details, projects | products | services in the form.
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Step #2 - An RDF (Turtle) is generated in raw format and download.

Next, the user receives an email instructing them to publish that file/content somewhere 
on the Web. The file can be an attachment or downloaded manually from the form.

Step #3 - From dir.w3.org, the User clicks on “Submit URL” and provides a link.
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Final step:  User is notified via email when the entry has been validated and entered 
into the directory.

NB: A scenario was raised where the putting a file on a government website proved 
unrealistic. A provision for hosting some dir.ttl’s should be contemplated.

User Interface
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A user can interact with the listing either via an alphabetic sort function or by viewing 
visualizations about the current contents of the directory.  We anticipate replacing the 
current faceted navigation plugin (based on Exhibit 2.0) with an improved faceted 
navigation capability based on W3C standards (antic. June 2013).

Users can also view a specific organization and its projects in a collected view:
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Entirely Open Data

Users may download the Community Directory data by organization or the entire 
directory.   Thus, the content is entirely human and machine readable (as RDF), 
distributed, readily accessible and re-usable.

Community Directory Management

1) A systems administrator receives email notification that a new URL has been 
submitted.

2) A sys admin runs script that automatically takes the following steps:
a) Gathers RDF from submitted URL
b) Validates it for syntactic validity
c) Publishes it to the directory
d) Sends email notification to user who submitted the URL to alert them that 

the entry has been accepted (or denied if it was not valid RDF).

Ongoing management of the Community Directory (post GLD WG)

It was proposed that after the Government Linked Data WG concludes (May 2013) that 
a W3C Community Group be formed to take over the Community Directory.  It requires 
five (5) people to start   a community group, See http://www.w3.org/community/about/#cg

The Community Directory application is hosted on an Amazon Cloud instance managed 
by 3 Round Stones, pointed to by W3C and the data itself would be distributed and 
available as linked open data. 

Advantages to the proposed distributed approach (March 2013)

1) We’re creating a directory of people doing Linked Data projects using a Linked Data 
approach. This affords us the ability to link to common/popular Linked Data sets such 
as DBpedia.

2) No need for users or managers to create, manage, or monitor accounts on dir.w3.org.
3) Updates can be made locally by users, and as long as the URL doesn’t change, the 

directory will automatically gather those updates and reflect them in the directory.
4) Allows other users to easily add to existing data by using the same URI’s to describe 

the same company.
5) Keeps the canonical source of the data within the organization’s or user’s control. 

The directory does not contain the data, it simply aggregates it.

Initial Requirements (2011-12)

Initial requirements for the interface and data that needs to be gathered will not change. 
It can be found at http://www.w3.org/2011/gld/wiki/Community_Directory_Requirements.
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